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Wednesday 2nd December 2020
Happy Wednesday!
We are already half way through our first week at home! Well done for your
super work so far. I have really enjoyed seeing how much effort children have
been putting into their home learning.
It has hardly has stopped raining here since Monday morning so as I can’t smile
about the weather, it’s a good job I have your work/messages to smile about.
I hope you are having a great week so far. Have a super day today Year 3! I look forward to hearing
from you very soon!
Lots of love,
Mrs Brazier xxx
Challenge of the day!
A big well done if you solved yesterday’s challenge! How clever you are!
How many months of the year have 28 days?
The answer is all of them. All of the months have at least 28 days .
Here is today’s challenge!
What has hands and a face, but can’t hold anything or smile?

PE - Wake Up With Joe Wicks!
Remember to get some exercise in today. It’s a great idea to begin with a little exercise as it gives you the
energy boost you need to start your day.
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=joe+wicks+children's+workout
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers Which of your favourites will you be doing today?

Writing – Grammar Practise
Have a look at the task below. It has questions and tasks about the different features that go into
your writing – spelling, punctuation and grammar. There are 3 different sets that start with the
easiest and then get more difficult. Have a go at one or more of your choice. You are, of course,
welcome to have a go at all three if you want to.
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2

3

Maths
Please remember to practise your times tables every day. You can choose from your 10, 2, 5 and 3 times
tables. Don’t forget, you can also practise your division too.

We’re going to have a look at quarter to and quarter past today. Please have a look at the information below.

What time do these clocks show?

______________________

___________________________

_________________________

What time do these clocks show?

_______________________________

_____________________________

I hope you get on well with understanding quarter to and quarter past. If you want to challenge yourself, have
a go at the problem below. I’ll give you a clue…there are 5 different trains that Oliver can catch.

Spellings
Today we are continuing to practise words have the ending that sounds like l - spelt al.
Choose the right word to complete the sentences below.

Remember to practise spelling the words below which each have –al at the end. We’ll have an at
home spelling test Friday .
Spelling

1st attempt
Monday

2nd attempt
Tuesday

3rd attempt
Wednesday

4th attempt
Thursday

5th attempt
Friday

animal
capital
plural
tropical
crystal
equal
royal
medical
gradual
signal

Reading
You can continue to read daily using any books that you have at home.
Task - Using one of the books you have read today or in the last few days, write a book review. I have
included a template for you to give you some guidance.

Have a fabulous day Year 3!

